
 
 

Tips and Tricks to Make the Most of a Compact Living Space  
 

The limited space of a small living room may initially pose a challenge, but it opens the door to experiment 
with plenty of innovative decorating ideas.  

 
With the aim to inspire, Rebecca Snowden, Interior Style Advisor at FurnitureChoice.co.uk, shares helpful 

tips and tricks to make the most out of a compact living space. 
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1. Create a focal point  

 
Hampton Blue Velvet Fabric Chesterfield Sofa 2 Seater - £599.99 - www.furniturechoice.co.uk  

 
A focal point refers to the most visually interesting feature in the living room. Whether it’s a fireplace or a 
unique piece of furniture, the focal point should be an eye-catching piece that doubles as a conversation 
starter when entertaining guests.  
 
“Score major style points by introducing a feature wall or a bold piece of artwork,” Rebecca suggests. “This is 
a fun opportunity to introduce a part of your style and personality through decor.”   
 
“Or, introduce a large mirror as a focal point to create an illusion of space. Place it strategically across a 
window to reflect light and brighten the room.” 
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2. Maximise floor space with a sectional sofa  
 

 
Rio Dove Grey Plush Fabric L Shape Corner Sofa - £499.99 - www.furniturechoice.co.uk  

Use a sectional or L-shaped sofa to free up floor space in the living room. “The structural design of the sofa 
allows it to fit snugly into corners while seating more people than an average sofa,” Rebecca says. “Turn up 
the sophistication with a handsome leather corner sofa or opt for a contemporary fabric centrepiece that’s 
equally cosy and inviting.” 
 
3. Take advantage of lighting  
Make the most of natural lighting to make a small space feel airy, bright and inviting. “Opt for simple, elegant 
curtains and blinds to let light pour in during the day,” Rebecca advises. “In the evenings, use soft, dim 
lighting to create a relaxing atmosphere.” 
 
“A well-positioned floor lamp could highlight a bold, statement sofa nicely. Also, consider pendant lights, 
sconces or even candles for cosy nights.” 
 
4. Choose furniture that doubles as storage 
 
When space is a premium, look for furniture that pulls double duty like storage ottomans and footstools. 
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“This is a clever way to sneak in more seating options while keeping your living room essentials neatly tucked 
away,” Rebecca explains. “If space and budget permits, look at sideboards and floating shelves to display 
decorative items or personal treasures.” 
 
ENDS 
 
For hi-res images and media enquiries, please email press@furniturechoice.co.uk, or call Amthal Karim or 
Rebecca Snowden at 0333 015 0000. 
 

About FurnitureChoice.co.uk 

Since 2005, we’ve inspired customers to transform their homes with stylish contemporary furniture at 

affordable prices. 

Providing our customers with a wide range of designs and the latest interior inspiration, we match traditional 

craftsmanship with progressive materials and technology to keep our furniture quality high and our prices 

accessible. 

Backed up with a dedicated UK-based call centre, and fast, free delivery and returns on all orders, 
independent reviews show that our customers consistently rate us 5 stars. To find out more, visit 
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/about-us/ 
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